Abstract
Introduction
Telecom service providers are always seeking new paradigms of service creation and execution to reduce new services' time to market and increase profitability. New market opportunities like integration of voice, video and data services are emerging. Therefore, telecom service providers try to develop next generation services that leverage both on the Internet and on telephony networks. That is to say, the convergence and integration of services is offered by IT providers with telecom operators ones [1] [2] [3] . The reuse and integration of exiting IT services in value added ones is very difficult for the increasing software systems complexity and the different middleware standards used for communications.
Generalizing telecom functionalities offered by telecom service execution environment to more abstract standard interfaces is often necessary to allow IT developers to reuse and integrate telecom services. Although telecom functionalities are abstracted and implement as telecom services, they are still different from IT services. Service interactions among telecom services are often event-driven and asynchronous. Therefore, these goals pose new requirements on the execution environment for hybrid services. The IT service execution environment and the telecom service execution environment can work coherently together with Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) collaborating different interaction paradigms.
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) proposes the prevailing software paradigm for dynamically integrating loosely coupled services in a distributed heterogeneous environment. Specifically, ESB supports transparent service integration and routes messages among services [4] [5] [6] . ESB also provides functions such as data format transforming, message routing, and service management. It is the most important that ESB provides both the request/response interaction paradigm and the publish/subscribe interaction paradigm, which satisfies the requirement of telecom service integration. However, current ESB routing techniques and tools do not explicitly support some important system's issues such as dependability.
We can make some key observations about ESB routing dependability. First, a dependable ESB routing scheme is necessary to deal with the network's complexity and dynamism. In addition, if ESB is This paper proposes a dependable Hybrid Service Execution Environment (HSEE) framework. In order to implement the dependability, a dependable ESB routing scheme is constructed, which functions load balancing and failover. An Abstract Service Routing Table (ASRT) is defined using abstract service names and subscription content by which composite services are orchestrated and dynamically routed. ASRT is instantiated at runtime by replacing the abstract service name with the URI of the real service providers, or by matching subscription content with published events to forward published events. At runtime, the dependable routing scheme uses virtual group and rendezvous point to model dependable service routing in the Service Overlay Network (SON). Based on the model, load ratio algorithm and distributed feedback control algorithm are adopted to realize load-balancing routing and failover.
Most of current research try to design dynamic service routing in ESB [7] [8] [9] . The Abstract Routing Table for business processes in [7] is similar with our ASRT, but it did not address the dependable issue. In the work of [8] , a content-based routing scheme was proposed. It did not address the dependable issue either. The work of [9] proposed dynamic reliable service routing in ESB, but whether it supported load balancing and failover is unknown.
Our work is similar to the work of [10] . While it put focus on cluster scenarios and failure recovery, our work tries to address the issue in general scenarios and provides load-balancing and failover capacity. The work of [11] mainly provided a framework for runtime service diagnose and adopted dynamic reconfiguration for recovery. It did not specify whether load balancing can be achieved.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. Our first contribution is that the dependable ESB routing model is proposed for HSEE in the SON. Our second contribution is the design of a novel dependable ESB routing algorithm to realize load balancing and failover.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes high level architecture of HSEE. Section 3 depicts the routing model and algorithm. Section 4 describes applications. Section 5 summarizes the research.
High Level Architecture of the Hybrid Service Execution Environment
To overcome inherent constraints the current vertically integrated networks are currently migrating to horizontally layered structures offering open and standard interfaces, that is, a service platform, based on shared services and network enablers. Therefore, these goals pose new requirements on the execution environment for hybrid services to support thus platform.
JAIN-SLEE (Jain Service Logic Execution Environment) [12] [13] [14] standard specification is emerging as a new event-based service execution environment targeted to telecom domain, aiming at overcoming the performance limitations of J2EE-like application server based on request-response interaction style. In fact, communication services have strong real-time requirements, support mainly asynchronous interactions, and leverage efficiently on native protocol capabilities.
Generalizing telecom functionalities offered by JAIN-SLEE to more abstract standard interfaces is often necessary to allow IT developers to reuse and integrate telecom services. Although telecom functionalities are abstracted and implement as telecom services, they are still different from IT services. Service interactions among telecom services are often event-driven and asynchronous. In addition, different networks might only have a pool of services, but with service blending across networks, more automated service delivery capabilities should be provided with the keys being the self organization of the service overlay network and service dependability.
Based on the former ideas, a distributed service delivery platform has been developed (named BSDP platform) in our team. The hybrid service execution environment plays a key role in the platform to International Journal on Advances in Information Sciences and Service Sciences Volume 2, Number 1, March 2010 integrate services at runtime. Dependable routing mechanism in ESB provides the assurance of service availability, service reliability within the hybrid service execution environment. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the hybrid service execution environment.
Figure 1. High level architecture of the Hybrid Service Execution Environment
Telecom service building blocks in JSLEE are exposed as web services through an ESB adapter and service registries in ESB. The core functionality of an ESB is supporting disparate applications and services to communicate using different protocols. It also enables services to interact with each other based on the quality of service requirements of the individual transactions. The ESB service broker provides content-based routing for dispatching publish/subscribe messages from one service to another service. Distributed ESB nodes over heterogeneous networks self-organize into service overlay network, and the overlay network layer in ESB functions self-organization. Process engines are in charge of service orchestration. Current BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Service) language offers several workflow features, like Sequence, Parallel Split, Synchronization, Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge, Multi Choice, Synchronizing Merge, and Implicit Termination, but it does not allow to define interactions based on publish-subscribe pattern. Based on WS-Notification, the ESB service broker can act as event-broker, and Process Engine can act as a local application to support the publish/subscribe paradigm. Therefore, IT services and telecom services can interact asynchronously and integrated.
Dependable ESB routing scheme
When IT services and Telecom services are integrated, the request/response and publish/subscribe interaction model both should be supported in the HSEE. For telecom services, the quality of service should be assured without regard to the interaction model. The ESB plays a key role in the HSEE to support transparent service integration and routes messages among services. In addition, a dependable routing scheme in ESB can provide some QoS assurance for services. Because large-scale environments are open, dynamic, and complex, ESB products with a central architecture also have a single point of failure. Thus, a dependable ESB framework should have a distributed architecture, and an ESB routing scheme need provide automated adaptation mechanism to ensure continuous operations despite node failures or unpredictable load fluctuation, such as a load balancing method to improve availability in service integration.
Dependable routing scheme uses virtual group and rendezvous point techniques to model dependable service routing in the SON. Based on the model, load ratio algorithm and distributed feedback control algorithm are adopted to realize load-balancing routing and failover. In each ESB, three layer routing 
Definition
In a business process, services are orchestrated based on abstract services which are dynamically bound at run time in ESB. So, we define abstract service routing table (ASRT) to abstract detail service for business process to compose services. The service broker in ESB maps an ASRT to Instance Service Routing Table ( ISRT) by which service messages can be routed. In a service overlay network, service messages are forwarded to neighbor ESBs. We define Overlay-Network Routing Table ( OSRT) by which service messages routed from ISRT can really be forwarded to overlay neighbor ESBs. 2) aPath is an abstract service path composed of abstract service names.
3)
Set filter is a set of service event filter corresponding to the interest of sID . 2) NBaddr is a neighbor ESB node in the SON when a service message need be sent to destAddr .
OSRT is independent of detail services and computed according to the topology of the SON. It is similar to the routing table in the Internet and P2P network. In this paper, the routing algorithm for OSRT will not be described. It is only used to really forward service messages to neighbor ESB nodes. 2) destAddr identifies the location of a ESB node which is a service provider or a subscription node. 3) status of destAddr is computed by intermediary ESB nodes according to local information or collected information.
Definition 3. Instance Service Routing
One Filter Or Name s may corresponds to multiple destAddr . For example, multiple service instances can serve the same service request, or a published event should be sent to multiple service consumers who subscribe to the event.
Framework
In a publish/subscribe paradigm, participants can act both as producers (publishers) or consumers (subscribers) of information that takes the form of events. Subscribers can express which events they
want to receive issuing subscriptions. Subscriptions express conditions on the content of events (content-based subscription model), called filter. The paradigm states that once an event is published by a service, for each subscription whose conditions are satisfied by the event (i.e., the event matches the subscription), the corresponding subscriber must be notified. The basic building block of systems implementing the publish/subscribe paradigm is a distributed service broker in ESB whose goal is to diffuse any published event from the publisher to the set of matched subscribers. The complete decoupling and asynchronous communication offered by this form of interaction makes it very appealing for modern distributed telecom services. To support the publish/subscribe interaction in these settings, our HSEE is built on top of a service overlay network connecting all user nodes (both publishers and subscribers). The main problem with such systems is the adoption of an event diffusion mechanism able to scale with both the size of the system (number of users) and the load (number of events and subscriptions). It is possible to adopt a technique called virtual group whose purpose is to adapt the system at run-time in order to mimic the presence of subscription regionalism. With virtual group, ESB nodes hosting similar subscriptions are moved to close logical distance inside the overlay network with the aim of reducing the number of independent paths each event has to travel to reach all its target subscribers. Figure 2 depicts a virtual group of ESB nodes in a SON.
Figure 2. Virtual group of ESB nodes in a SON
In figure 2 , ESB nodes A, B, C have the same subscription, and self-organize into a virtual group. In these ESBs, there are local services, called subscriber service, to subscribe the event. In the publishingevent ESB node, there is a local service, called publisher service, to produce the event. If there is no virtual group, the event is transmitted along thin arrow lines. After forming the virtual group, the event is transmitted along bold arrow lines. In the latter case, the virtual group can be leveraged to reduce the number of independent paths each event has to travel, and greatly reduce the amount of resources consumption.
Adopting the similar idea as the virtual group model, in request/response interaction model, multiple service instances to the same request choose a ESB node as a rendezvous point, which are moved to close to the rendezvous point as far as logical distance inside the overlay network. All requests to this service are passed through the rendezvous point. At the rendezvous point, the service broker in the ESB executes load balancing algorithm when routing the request messages. The rendezvous point model can be degenerated to the server clustering model. If each ESB node hosting the business process itself executes the load balancing algorithm, the rendezvous point model can be expanded to distributed load balancing model. The rendezvous point not only balance load, but also invoke new service instance to replace a failure ESB node. Figure 3 depicts the rendezvous point model for dependable routing mechanisms in ESB. 
Dependable Routing Scheme
Non-rendezvous-point ESB nodes route service messages to the service rendezvous point which registers as the service provider of that specific service. The rendezvous point computes load ratio as a routing criterion. As multiple service instances are distributed, the rendezvous point should not be assumed to get the detail runtime information of a service instance such as CPU consumption and memory occupation, and so on. Therefore, load ratio is used to represent the load capacity of service providers in a time period. Then, if needed, the rendezvous point can invoke a new service copy to replace the failure one. Based on LRA, the dependable routing scheme executed by service broker in ESB is defined as follows. 
Definition 5 (DRS). Dependable Routing Scheme
The dependable routing approach overview is depicted in Figure 4. 1) The process engine interprets the workflow, identifies the possible abstract paths, and records the paths in ASRT.
2) Once the service flow is initiated for execution, the messages are exchanged among the services via If the rendezvous point can collect the detail runtime information of a service provider such as CPU utility and memory occupation, and son on, we adopt control theory to precisely control the quality of service. Each ESB node has a local feedback control system and a distributed feedback control system as in figure 5 . The distributed feedback controller is responsible for maintaining the appropriate QoS balance between nodes such as load balance. The local feedback controller is responsible for tracking the global QoS set point set by distributed controller and ensuring that tasks that are admitted to this ESB node have a minimum miss ratio (the request is not responded in a given time period or rejected, which becomes miss request) and the node remains fully utilized. If one node has minimum miss ratio or utilization, it will be chosen to serve a new service request. Readers can refer to [15] for more details. Events produced by producers are routed like service requests. The published event routing approach overview is as follows: 1) From the producer to the virtual group: An event can be generally published on any node in the SON, therefore it must be routed from there, to at least one node belonging to the target virtual group. The goal of outer-group routing is to reach the target virtual group involving a number of nodes as small as possible, thus generating the minimum number of spam messages.
2) Inner-Group routing: Once the event reaches one member of the virtual group, the dissemination inside the virtual group can follow a multicast tree in the sub-network of the SON.
Applications
Our BUPT Multimedia Conference System (BMCS) has been deployed in China Unicom Corporation Ltd. Beijing Branch, which is run in HSEE. BMCS is designed to provide scalable multimedia conferencing services to a diverse set of users. The architecture is flexible enough to support users with various network bandwidth requirements and endpoint capabilities. It supports users behind firewalls, NATs, and proxies. There are three main components: media processing services, conference call control services and multimedia conference processes. Our early work [16] presented the detail prototype. Figure  6 depicts the framework of BMCS.
Figure 6. The Framework of BMCS
The conference call control services are implemented with a third party call control state machine and two B2BUA call state machines. 3PCC refers to the ability of one entity to manage a call in which communication is actually between other parties. Users can take advantage of this SIP feature to request other parties to create or join a conference, to request the multimedia conference processes (hosting on Media Server/AS) to invite third parties to a conference, or to request that the multimedia conference processes expel participants from a conference.
ESB network is used to deliver conference call control service and distribute the control messages exchanged among various components in the system. This simplifies building a scalable solution, since messages can be delivered to multiple destinations without explicit knowledge of the publisher. Service providers can be added dynamically. Moreover, the dependable routing mechanism in ESB provides load balancing and assures request messages for the same conference to be routed to the same conference call control service providers.
We provide media processing services at server side to support a diverse set of clients. Some clients have limited network bandwidth, processing and display capacity. Either they can not receive multiple audio and video streams or they can not process and display them. Therefore, server side services should generate combined streams for them. The services which we have implemented include audio mixing, video mixing etc. We also have an RTP stream monitoring service. All these services require real-time processing and usually high computing resources. The dependable routing mechanism chooses suitable media processing services according to the load ratio of service providers.
The BPEL process definition should consider the people activity as a new activity type that focus on user interactions and people activities, which implemented by human tasks performed by users. In multimedia conference scenarios, the conference owner or participant can be involved in conference processes as a special kind of implementation of an activity. From the point of view of the BPEL business process, a people activity is a basic activity. Here, we design two people activities as conference form people activity and conference request people activity, which are implemented as two kinds of events published in the SON. When a people activity is initiated by a BPEL engine, the engine creates work items for this activity and distributes them to all users eligible to perform it. Once the conference owner has performed his or her task, the work item is completed and the conference process continues.
Conclusions
This paper presents an on-going research on dependable ESB routing where a high level architecture of the hybrid service execution environment and dependable ESB routing scheme are proposed. The architecture depicts how to use ESB to support both request/response and publish/subscribe service interaction paradigms for meshing up the environment. The dependable routing scheme uses virtual group and rendezvous point to model dependable service routing in SON. Based on the model, load ratio algorithm and distributed feedback control algorithm are adopted to realize load-balancing routing and failover. The multimedia conference application is implemented based on this environment and routing scheme.
